Mount Greylock Regional School District School Committee
Finance Subcommittee
Location: Zoom Remote Meeting
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2021 Time: 4:00 PM
Open Session Agenda
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

Call to order
Approval of January 7, 2021 meeting minutes VOTE
Fields project value engineering and discussion with Perkins Eastman (recommend to School
Committee) VOTE
Review of warrants A. Payroll B. Accounts Payable
Use of the WES Renewal Fund for an HVAC repair (recommend to School Committee) VOTE
FY22 Budget Discussion
Other items for discussion not reasonably anticipated by the Chair 48 hours before the
meeting.
Motion to adjourn

Present: Carrie Greene, Michelle Johnson, Steve Miller
Also present: Jake McCandless, Joe Bergeron, Art Eddy (Traverse), Dan Colli (Perkins Eastman)
Called to order: 4pm

I.

Call to order
4pm

II.

Approval of January 7, 2021 meeting minutes VOTE
Motion by Michelle, seconded by Carrie, passes unanimously after minor changes (adding
last .

III.

Fields project value engineering and discussion with Perkins Eastman (recommend to School
Committee) VOTE
Joe: Helpful to have a high level tour of the numbers. Committee had hoped to put out to
bid a field with lighting and track and have that be the base.
Carrie: Numbers are higher than expected / hoped to see. Total construction $2.4+ million
and that is without lighting and track, no construction contingency. Right off the bat we are
quite a bit higher than where we hoped to be.
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Dan Colli: Idea to take bid items from last time and estimate them for today, not making any
changes to that bid package to have apples to apples. Ends up within around $40,000 of the
low bid. This estimate similar, within $40,000 of that original low bid number. I know target
is $2.6 and previous $2.3, this shows that those documents are really $2.8 and change. Good
news / silver lining: should have seen 4% escalation, would’ve been $150,000, doesn’t exist
b/c of covid / pandemic depressing market. No penalty on waiting a year and a half, in a
normal market would have seen a few percent increase.

Does include some things such as an increase in bad, contingencies.
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Maybe $120,000 can value out but some items might want to add.
Track range $549 to $879, often middle of three, coming in now at $683k, don’t know what
we see when bid again.
Joe: Sharing screen:
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To add lighting back in: $361,000.
Fencing adding is the 4ft long on artificial, this can be an add-alt, rest needed.
Can deduct a bid with sod instead of seed, discussed about number of seasons lost.
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Lighting is $361,000 even if infrastructure in place.
Michelle: Question on lighting: are there alternative lighting packages that could be
explored?
Dan: This lighting is the basic that see at most high school fields. Four pole lighting, 50 footcandles, can play lacrosse, that’s the only upgrade over basic. Next upgrade if filming. Pretty
much the basic that see at most schools.
Art: Safety, if play lacrosse late at night can see, ball lit from all angles.
Dan: Talked about fencing, sod vs seed (from comments from committee not interested,
agree not worth it for savings), dug out equiptment: lot, could do as fundraising later or put
in bid as alternate, netting at ends of synthetic: height and length two different alternates.
Possibliity to reduce from20ft to 12ft, another to reduce linear footage. Reduction would be
to 200, believe that is acceptable. About $60,000 in savings. These in the base now, so
would be savings.
Eliminate portable bleechers, would include concrete pads so can put them on in the future.
Typical to see on concrete pads / stable surface. Useful for ADA and sitting.
Next item: not in favor. Long term maintenance cost: initial savings of about $22,000 but
over time will cost more
Adding scoreboard: Not in bid /estimate. Least expensive way is as a solar powered
scoreboard, around $30-35k. If add power lines / data lines increases cost, around double.
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PA system: about $28k.
Next if not putting in lighting then need to somehow hang PA system, stands.
Next press box / bleechers: right now none of these. Price to add plus electrical / data is
about $140k, and press box would only be about 4ft up, must provide access to the press
box.
Drainage under softball: not current in bid, to add is $83k.
Carrie: Drainage was in the previous scope…
Dan: I think you’re correct, I think this is the only item.
Baseball backstop: felt need, left in scope.
Shock pad: did not eliminate, in scope.
Track: originally add-alternate, originally $547k, now $684k.
Joe: baseball backstop: our comment was need to address safety, is the backstop considered
a safety item?
Irrigation: cooling down field, do have alternate to bring a hose out from admin building,
$16k. Underground inch and a half of pipe, over to a hose bib at the field.
Warning track: decided could be done.
Carrie: last meeting: not advisable to lay for lighting. Running just conduit under ok, trying to
put base no.
Steve: can we value engineer / move to E&D some items…..
Landscaping cost: cost to seeing, at end, is $107k (Steve: was it around $35k last time?)
Carrie: $2.6 includes contingencies: no lighting, no track, does include $40,000 in fencing
could VE out. Still at about $2.6. We have $3.6, have said will try to set aside $1m. Not
really $2.6 as things run over. We don’t have the money to do things as estimated. We can
still bring to the committee, do you want to do a project that includes ADA and Title IX and
the Turf and brings us very close to the edge of what we said we would commit but have no
lighting, no track. Option II is to focus as Michelle said on ADA and Title IX and hold off on
track until fund grows. Option III is do ADA, Title IX and track, wait a few years and do the
turf when the fund has had a chance to grow, this way not risking cutting in to the fund. We
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should make a recommendation to the committee. Really for the finance committee to look
at the details, school committee for the big picture.
Michelle: Already concerned about price, given that this is the price without the track I
cannot get behind this. I don’t see other funding sources provide the funding for this, given
that we don’t know what is coming due to covid. Concerned about spending some of those
reserve funds when we have academic concerns moving forward.
Carrie: Jake/Joe: can you respond to using E&D, how should we be thinking about this
account? Why is it there?
Joe: Always conservative in how budget, make sure do not expect more than receive. Do not
know what towns abilities will be next year, could be covering significantly more in terms of
support for our students. I do not feel it would be responsible to utilize those funds for this
purpose right now.
Jake: If we were a little closer, committee voted to move forward with field, no doubt once
installed people would be excited to get on, I too would love to see the track with the whole
package…. Putting in field without lights is highly unusual. One reason to advocate for
surface is playability over the course of the year. No lights takes away from playable / usable
hours. Don’t know what kind of financial future facing. State just approved budget for this
year, do not know where fiscal ’22 is heading. Emotional well-being important, big issues
coming, committing E&D not best right now, better to let the funds grow more because
Williams is managing.
Carrie: Asked Joe to run a few numbers on doing just ADA and Title IX or also and track. Any
guidance on how expect funds to grown on $2.9 or $2.2 left in fund?
Joe: Depends on what is the principal left, and what kind of returns. College investment
often does 10-15% growth year after year, capable of turning $5m to $6m quickly.
Difference b/w $2.2m vs $2.9m… If 9% then over 2 years $3.5m vs $2.6m, growth of
another $200,000 over two years…. Lot of variables, lot of hypotheticals. The more able to
reserve the faster we can afford what we really want.
Carrie: $700k for ADA and title IX, have an estimate of $684k for track.
Steve: if do this now, does it make anything more expensive later?
Joe: need to put to design team, as Dan direct. Do not know how much shared labor /
equipment / being on site….
Carrie: doing some calculations, looks like the $2.6 that Dan estimated, add in lighting,
working with $2.9+m. That’s our real estimate now, includes lighting. If do ADA which is
included in this and say that’s $700k, then down to about $2.3m, that’s what would need to
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do the fields in a few years. Kicker is track not included. If we did ADA and title IX only would
have hopefully $3.9 million, could easily afford and still have a good amount left. Seems to
me doing the track puts us out a long time before can do a turf field. Was really hoping
would not be a choice one or the other. Just don’t have the funds available now or for a few
years. Advantage to do track now is have something can use now, wouldn’t have to wait 34-5 years. Reason not to do is so can do a turf in a few years, not risking. Would rather not
go thru value engineering with full committee, say about $40,000 can reduce, but need to
add lighting in.
Steve: What is the endowment now, how has it done recently? Would like to have
something for kids. So far have done admin building, parking lot, trailers, bathrooms.
Delicate balancing act between letting it grow and having something to use.
Michelle: If just proposing a turf field didn’t think it would pass. In that same vein, perhaps
we assess some of the field to the towns and see if it passes. Does the entire field have to
come out of the gift? I like the idea of having something for the students to use. If we
include the track and in theory won’t have enough money in a few years, do we ask the
towns to cover. Should have the support of both towns. Can’t believe that there will be no
other capital costs to use the gift for over the next 10 years. To assume we have the million
to grow…. Towns should have some say in it. Big price tag.
Carrie: Can recommend going ahead with ADA and title IX, everything but work done on
field, could propose to the towns, timing would be different when work gets done. Would
be a separate project.
IV.

Review of warrants A. Payroll B. Accounts Payable
Steve: Has everything been signed?
Joe: Yes
Steve: Nice to see the lunch program continuing, free for all students.
Joe: Despite the fact that the federal government is subsidizing in its own way it does not
cover all the costs, seeing far lower revenue coming in from people purchasing lunches. Net
impact big. Important we keep offering these services, we are paying more of these costs.
Michelle: money well spent.
Steve: Absolutely
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V.

Use of the WES Renewal Fund for an HVAC repair (recommend to School Committee) VOTE
Carrie: New / revised estimate. Difference b/w this and previous is material cost and labor
costs are broken out. Bulk of the cost was the materials.
Joe: Means we do not need to go thru the bidding process. Have the coils there, proprietary,
tied to our heating, Rob did follow correct procedures.
Motion: Michelle moved, Carrie seconded, to accept. Passes unanimously.

VI.

FY22 Budget Discussion
Joe: For FY22: so far no input from the state. Optimistic insurance premiums will have no
increase but nothing decided yet. Other major item union contract negotiations, have not
started down that path yet, that’s 2/3rds of overall budget. What will next year look like?
Remote? Hybrid? Summer programming? Bright side: we know federal government has
approved a significant increase around the CARES act and what we should see in revenue,
estimated shows might see 3-4 times the state support (coming from the federal
government) that had last year.
Carrie: Is there a precedent / mechanism about submitting a budget later to the towns?
Joe: Have not seen that at the state level next.
Carrie: last year town meetings were delayed, seems like could have had longer to submit.
Towns will be in the same position.
Michelle: Lanesborough did have their town meeting.
Jake: Could voluntarily opt to do a 1/12th budget and do month by month…? Has been done
in some regional districts. Town meetings are whenever they are during a pandemic, still
have to pick up and start paying out of fiscal ‘22 starting July 1. I don’t know what the
answer is.
Joe: Don’t wish going past July 1 without a budget on anyone. Might wish based on town’s
timelines moving our budget approval from beginning of March to end of March / April, still
gives towns time to get things done by July 1.
Michelle: Given Lanesborough has had two town meetings during pandemic I do not
anticipate them pushing it out.

VII.

Other items for discussion not reasonably anticipated by the Chair 48 hours before the
meeting.
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Nothing.
VIII.

Motion to adjourn
Motion to adjourn by Michelle, seconded by Steve, passes unanimously at 5:22[m.

Minutes taken by Steven Miller, Secretary
Approved 2.11.21
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